Long-term data on ground-level environmental radioactivity are analysed, these referring to daily records of the total β activity in air and absorbed dose rate between 1976 and 2016 in Zagreb, Croatia. A Fourier analysis of these two datasets reveals a periodic behaviour with numerous periods ranging from approximately four months to roughly 21 years. Ninety per cent of the periods agree remarkably well with known periodicities in solar activity throughout solar cycles 21-24, which suggests that the observed modulations were most probably caused by variations in the cosmogenic radionuclide production in the upper atmosphere. Hence, one can extract the fine structure of solar activity from environmental radioactivity monitoring data, which implies that it could be possible to supplement the existing information on the exposure of Earth to cosmic rays by analysing results from radioactivity monitoring stations all over the world. These datasets cover Earth densely due to the existence of a global radioecological network and are complementary to those resulting from dedicated cosmic ray detection experiments. Because of that, such analyses might possibly lead to new findings.
Introduction
Environmental radioactivity is monitored worldwide routinely, which is a consequence of widespread sources of different radionuclides. Anthropogenic radionuclides are produced in nuclear power plants and weapons test, research laboratories and pharmaceutical industry, etc., and radiological concerns are usually about their possible leakage into the environment where they are normally not present. In addition, technological processes may enhance the concentration of naturally occurring radionuclides in materials, foodstuff, water, soil and air, which also poses a threat. Methods used to monitor environmental radioactivity can be highly precise, such as γ-ray spectrometry on collected samples, but it is often more important to obtain immediate information than an accurate number-as it is vital to react promptly in case of a nuclear accident or any other event resulting in an increase of the measured radioactivity level. This imposes a requirement that the used procedures and instruments should be, first of all, robust and reliable. In consequence, the obtained results are usually considered to be either part of an early warning system or a source of numbers for long-term databases, and their possible scientific component is often disregarded. In this paper, we show that these data can, in fact, contain valuable scientific information.
We present an analysis of two such datasets. The first one was obtained by monitoring the total β activity in the ground-level air of Zagreb, Croatia, between 1 April 1976 and 31 December 2016. This monitoring was of immediate importance shortly after the Chernobyl disaster in April 1986, when the total β activity concentration A first jumped by four orders of magnitude above its usual level and then stayed high for a month. Otherwise, the A versus time (t) curve is apparently uninteresting, averaging to approximately 1 mBq m −3 and only occasionally exhibiting a shortterm jump above 10 mBq m −3 without any obvious trend. However, the application of a Fourier analysis to the A(t) reveals a periodic structure with a number of periods τ . The presence of a peak corresponding to 10 ± 1 years (y), which is the well-known sunspot period that defines solar cycles [1] , implies a possible connection of the periodic behaviour to solar activity. This assumption is not implausible, as there is a whole class of naturally occurring radionuclides the nucleosynthesis of which is a consequence of the interaction of cosmic rays with the atomic nuclei in Earth's atmosphere [2] and lithosphere [3] . For example, the activity concentrations of some of these cosmogenic radionuclides ( 10 Be with a half-life T 1/2 of 1.6 Myr and 14 C with T 1/2 = 5376 y) have been measured in ice cores and tree rings in order to study past solar cycles [4, 5] . Besides the τ = 10 ± 1 y result, the Fourier transform of the A(t) indicates the presence of another long period (21 ± 5 y) which overlaps with an approximately 22 y period known from different studies on the activity of the Sun [6] [7] [8] . There are also many shorter periods ranging from approximately 4 to approximately 70 months (m) and agreeing remarkably well with the literature data on solar activity [5, [8] [9] [10] . Therefore, one can conclude that the periodic modulations of the A(t) are, at least in considerable part, related to the contribution of cosmogenic radionuclides. Within this context, we also recall our published data on the monitoring of the absorbed dose rate D in Zagreb between 1986 and 2012 [11] , where a number of periodicities have also been found. In total, of 55 peaks in the Fourier transforms of the two datasets, 50 can be correlated with the literature data on solar activity in solar cycles (SCs) 21-24. Previously, the measurable influence of solar activity on ground-level environmental radioactivity was experimentally confirmed on the basis of detecting only the sunspot period [12] or a few more matches on top of that [13] . By contrast, our analysis demonstrates that this coupling may, in fact, result in a rich structure of a measured signal, provided that the dataset stretches over a long time period and the data are closely separated. Moreover, we also show that it is possible to observe the mentioned fine structure by detecting not only the γ radiation of cosmogenic radionuclides [11] [12] [13] but also their β activity, which has not been reported so far. We base our analysis of the A(t) and D(t) on comparing the obtained values of τ with published data on solar activity, and we also discuss which cosmogenic radionuclides are the most probable contributors to the observed modulations. However, we do not tackle the complexity of solar activity, which is outside the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, it follows from our results that such monitoring may serve as a valuable source of information on solar activity and, more generally, on the flux of cosmic rays to which Earth is exposed. Our findings reveal a surprising capacity of cosmogenic nucleosynthesis to act as a mediator between cosmic rays and groundlevel environmental radioactivity, which leads to the possibility of studying fine details and not only well-known phenomena such as the sunspot period. The detection of cosmic rays has been carried out for decades through a global network of specialized measurement facilities. However, the number of these locations is much smaller than that of monitoring stations in environmental radioactivity, which are simpler, less expensive and part of a global radioecological network [14] based on the membership of countries with their own monitoring programmes. The latter stations operate in different physical conditions that could affect the flux of cosmic rays (e.g. altitude or latitude), and this may, in combination with their abundance, at least partly compensate for the lack of a sophisticated approach typical of dedicated cosmic ray detection. In turn, such monitoring data might indeed deserve to be viewed differently, i.e. as the outcomes of very long experiments and not just as collections of some numbers of marginal scientific relevance.
Experimental
It is usual, in environmental monitoring, to follow some recommended procedures, which then leads to a worldwide compatibility of the given data. This was the case here as well, where in the monitoring of A we followed a method described in detail elsewhere [15] and here outlined only. Every day, 100-300 m 3 of air is pumped through a Schneider & Poelman filter (blue) positioned at approximately 1 m above the ground. The filter is then left to rest for approximately 120 h, so that short-lived radionuclides decay sufficiently before measurement. This is important because the activity concentration of short-lived naturally occurring radionuclides in air might temporarily increase, e.g. due to a sporadic intense use of fossil fuel, which could then result in large fluctuations of a measured A and also mask the presence of a threatening anthropogenic β emitter such as 90 Sr or 137 Cs. The subsequent counting of the β activity of the filter is carried out for 8-16 h, resulting in a daily value of A (only a small contribution of low-energy β particles not being included).
During the four decades of our monitoring, two calibrated β counting systems (shielded and based on Geiger-Müller tubes) were used. Both of them were employing an anticoincidence technique to suppress the direct contribution of cosmic rays to A. The first system (1976-2000) contained a Philips 18515 beta counter tube as the detector and a Philips ZP-1700 tube as the guard counter. The second one (since 2000) was a Risø low-level beta multicounter system GM 25-5 with a built-in guard counter. The effective tube wall thickness, crucial in the attenuation of β particles by the walls at a given energy, was for the two detectors 1.5-2 mg cm −2 (Philips) less than 1 mg cm −2 (Risø). There were, of course, some interruptions in collecting the data, due to system maintenance and repairs, but these were infrequent and would never last longer than a few weeks in a row (in most cases, only a few days), averaging to approximately 10 days (d) y −1 . Generally, the overall experimental conditions were kept fairly uniform over the entire monitoring time. Altogether, about 14 500 daily data were recorded, of which only some 30 excessively large values shortly after the Chernobyl accident have not been used in our analysis. The experimental procedure for our monitoring of D has been described in [11] , and we here just repeat the main points. These measurements were carried out some 20 m from the pumping station mentioned above, using a calibrated Geiger-Müller tube, positioned at approximately 1 m above the ground, as a detector of γ radiation. In this case, there was no sampling and the detector was in contact with the environment uninterruptedly. In our analysis, we have used about 9500 daily averages of D. The geographical coordinate applying to both datasets is 45°50 N and 15°58 E, whereas the altitude is 168 m.a.s.l. 31 May 1986, i.e. shortly after the Chernobyl accident which had occurred on 26 April that year. This was a relatively short time period of the excessively large A, in contrast to years of an elevated level of the D after the accident [11] . This difference arises from D containing the contribution of radionuclides in both air and soil, the latter medium being subjected to the deposition of precipitation; once deposited, long-lived fission products in soil cannot be removed by atmospheric processes as in the case of air.
Results and discussion
To prepare the A(t) for a further analysis, the post-Chernobyl peak was removed and the averageĀ = 1.2 mBq m −3 of the obtained dataset was subtracted from the data. No detrending or any other manipulation with the data was performed, and the resulting curve δA(t) = A(t) −Ā, ready for a harmonic analysis, is shown in figure 1b. We carried out the harmonic analysis by means of fast Fourier transform (FFT), using STATISTICA v. 13.0 (Dell) software. Regarding the missing points in the δA(t), we found no difference between the results obtained by using extrapolation methods (offered by the software) and by inserting random numbers (by us) to fill in the missing data. The algorithm calculates P k = a 2 k + b 2 k , where
N is the number of data points (discrete time units) and R(t) white noise. The values of frequency are given by
where N keeps the chosen unit of time and k is dimensionless. Owing to the discretization of calculation points, we find it proper to assume that the position of a peak centred at f p is uncertain for p which is the difference between the endpoint frequencies of the peak. By the nature of this choice, p represents a high-percentage confidence interval. Therefore, we express our results as τ p =τ p ± σ p , whereτ p = 1/f p and σ p = τ 2 p p /2 . While P k is calculated for every k, one has to be careful with interpreting such a curve. As
, adjacent periods at large k become closely spaced (their separation being of the order or less than that of input data points), and the outcome is the appearance of a large number of peaks that in reality either might belong to a same physical periodicity or represent a numerical artefact. It is difficult to extract meaningful information from such a noisy structure, and there is, hence, a low-τ limit to the reliability of FFT results. Moreover, because f k+1 − f k = 1/N, it follows that p is large for small datasets, and σ p , in this case, becomes considerable at longτ p , which imposes a high-τ limit to the usefulness of FFT results. These limitations will be henceforth addressed for every particular case. Although our FFT calculations were carried with The FFT of the A(t) over the whole time span reveals a structure with numerous peaks. As seen in figure 2a, there is a peak indicating τ = 250 ± 60 m (21 ± 5 y), although our data cover only about two periods of this length. While this peak is present beyond doubt, the absence of a statistics provided by more repetitions makes the reliability of the corresponding large amplitude questionable. There is also a peak corresponding to 120 ± 15 m (10 ± 1 y), which agrees with the well-known sunspot period, and this suggests that the origin of at least some of the other periodicities could be sought in solar activity. Moreover, the rich structure of peaks in the range of τ from a few months to some 4 y, shown in figures 2, 3 and 4, is in support of this point of view, as the existence of such a behaviour-usually termed solar quasi-biennial oscillations (QBOs)-is also well documented in the literature [8, 10] . Having that in mind, we have approached the As listed in table 1, it is known from the literature that QBOs of similar but not exactly the same periods may appear in different SCs, which calls for caution in the analysis of a curve stretching over several SCs. More specifically, slightly different periods in different SCs produce a dense structure of peaks if an FFT is performed over the whole time span. In testing different approaches for optimizing the calculation, we have found that the best solution is to carry out several FFTs instead of only one, as follows. Long periods are determined by performing an FFT of the whole curve, in this way reducing p (in the case of the A(t), this applies to τ > 11 m). To extract shorter τ , parts of the curve-each corresponding to one SC-are analysed separately, so that the piling up of close peaks originating from different SCs does not appear. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to presenting results for τ ≥ 4 m. There are some regions of elevated P( f ) for τ < 4 m, but it remains unclear to what extent their appearance can be linked to a physical phenomenon rather than to numerical artefacts due to the closely separated calculation points, as already commented.
In figure 2 , we show the P(f ) obtained by the FFT of the whole A(t). We have also revisited our D(t) data [11] , because the periodic behaviour of the D(t) was there discussed within a different, broader context, and it was neither analysed in depth nor approached by the methodology explained above. The original data on the D(t), measured between October 1986 and December 2011, can be found in [11] , and we here focus on the FFT of this dataset that covers SCs 22 and 23 fully and also 3 y of SC 24. In this case, the FFT of the whole curve is useful down to approximately 9 m, as shown in figure 5 . The results of the FFT's dealing with SCs 22 and 23 are plotted in figure 6a and b, respectively. As the part of SC 24 covered by the D(t) data is small, the corresponding FFT is of a low quality and therefore not suitable for drawing any conclusion; there are only two wide peaks centred roughly at 6 and 12 m. amplitude of P(f ) in figures 3 and 4, it is easy to see that it is generally the smallest for SC 24. This agrees well with the overall solar activity in SCs 21-24, where the sunspot number very slightly decreases from SC 21 to SC 23 to become roughly twice smaller in SC 24 [1] . Although details of the impact of different solar phenomena on the amplitude of environmental radioactivity modulations (as represented by the height of the FFT peaks) are not known at the present, one would still expect a generally lower level of the modulations of the A(t) in SC 24, provided that the origin of the peaks is in solar activity-and this is seen in our data. Another, also qualitative consideration refers to simply counting the number of peaks in the cases of the A(t) and D(t): there are 35 peaks in the FFT of the A(t), and only 20 peaks in that of the D(t). The absence of SC 21 (and a weaker contribution of SC 24) to the FFT of the D(t) represents a plausible explanation for the comparatively smaller number of peaks.
There is also a quantitative support to the assumption that the rich structure of periodicities, revealed by the harmonic analysis, is at least in main part a consequence of solar activity. This can be seen from the data in table 1, where we list solar activity periods τ L from the literature together with experimentally determined periods τ E from our analysis shown in figures 2-6. The main literature source for τ L is a compilation by Kane [8] where the results of different measurements of solar activity are summarized for periods down to approximately 5 m and for SCs 18-23. For shorter periods, we use a paper by Bazilevskaya et al. [10] and some of the references therein [16] [17] [18] [19] . Our results for SC 24 have not been compared to the literature, which will be possible once the cycle is completed and the data on the corresponding QBOs become fully available. In table 1, we present τ L by indicating the ranges of values obtained from different measurements, while mean values and uncertainties, determined as explained in §3(a), are used in the case of τ E . The FFT leading to a given τ E is also indicated, e.g. τ E = 13.2 ± 0.2 m in the results for the A(t) was found from the FFT of all data. The table rows are sorted by finding the best match between τ L and τ E , taking into account also the SC of interest and the requirement that the given τ L and τ E should overlap or at least be very close to overlapping. Some τ E cannot be assigned to a single τ L ; for instance, τ E = 17.5 ± 0.3 m obtained from the FFT of all data could correspond to either τ L = 16.9-18.2 m in SC 22 or τ L = 17.1-17.9 m in SC 21. In these cases, we consider that the τ E under question represents all of the overlapping τ L and no distinction can be made.
One first has to address the question of whether every τ E is purely a consequence of solar activity. It is known that there are small differences in the average values of the D in different seasons in Zagreb, presumably due to differences in the transport of air masses from the upper atmosphere downwards [11] , which should also affect the A. Hence, τ E close to 12 m (winter and summer) and 6 m (similar spring and autumn) possibly contain a contribution of atmospheric phenomena. This obviously cannot rule out their link to solar activity, but may affect the amplitude and width of the corresponding peaks because of seasonal variations in the concentration of non-cosmogenic radionuclides at ground level (such as 137 Cs, which is a β and γ emitter and is still abundant in the upper atmosphere).
It can be seen that there is a rather good agreement of τ L and τ E throughout as shown in table 1. In the case of the A(t), 30 out of 35 τ E values can be correlated with τ L . Of the five remaining ones, three are from SC 24, and two have no counterpart in τ L . The first of the latter ones is τ E = 6.2 ± 0.2 m in SC 23 (figure 4a), corresponding to the peak between the τ E = 6.7 m and τ E = 5.7 m peaks that are close by. Taking into account the widths of the two surrounding peaks, one cannot rule out that the peak under question perhaps appears due to numerical and not physical reasons, as discussed in §3(a), or could be a consequence of seasonal atmospheric phenomena. The second τ E that cannot be related to τ L is τ E = 4.0 ± 0.3 m in SC 21 ( figure 3a) . On the other hand, the literature data on such short solar periods are rather scarce, and perhaps, another analysis of relevant experimental results could shed more light on the appearance of this peak (which, in fact, may hold for τ E = 6.2 ± 0.2 m in SC 23).
There are also three τ L values that have not been detected as τ E beyond doubt, these being τ L = 5.3 m in SC 23 and τ L = 4.9 m in SCs 21 and 23. However, as already commented, we cannot be sure that every solar activity influences cosmogenic nucleosynthesis strongly enough that it can Regarding the D(t), it can be seen in table 1 that τ E can also be well correlated with τ L . However, the τ E = 60 ± 10 m peak is, to a certain extent, doubtful because of the proximity and partial overlap with the τ E = 105 ± 15 m peak, and there is also a partial overlap between the τ E = 21 ± 1 m and τ E = 18 ± 1 m peaks. Another ambiguous detail is that τ E = 9.5 ± 0.9 m in SC 22 either accounts for both τ L = 9.1-10.4 m and τ L = 7.4-8.4 m or for just one of them. In summary, there is no τ E for which a matching τ L cannot be found, and only τ L = 4.1 m in SC 23 has no counterpart in τ E [note that this is a short period, its determination being sensitive to numerical problems discussed in §3(a)].
Altogether, we have found 50 matches between τ L and τ E in our data, and in only a few cases, this correlation has not been established clearly. The matching (τ L , τ E ) results from table 1 are plotted in figure 7 for an easier review. For a τ L value in this plot, we use the middle of the corresponding interval in table 1, whereas τ E values are plotted as listed. The error bars are of the order of the symbol size and are therefore not shown, except for the two longest periods.
(c) Contributing cosmogenic radionuclides
We believe that the results presented above provide rather convincing evidence for the fine structure of solar activity leaving detectable fingerprints in ground-level environmental radioactivity, as the obtained agreement between τ L and τ E can hardly be qualified as circumstantial. However, we have so far not discussed details of this coupling. Cosmogenic radionuclides of interest are formed in the stratosphere and troposphere, from whence they descend towards Earth's surface as part of aerosols and/or precipitation, and the contributors to the A(t) and D(t) are not necessarily the same.
In the case of the D(t), the answer has already been given in [11] and there is little to add to that. The D(t) is measured by detecting γ rays, and by far the most abundant γ-emitting cosmogenic radionuclide in air is 7 Be [2, 20] with T 1/2 = 53.4 d and a γ-ray emission at 477.6 keV. However, 7 Be is not a β emitter, and the situation with the A(t) is more complicated. There are several airborne cosmogenic β emitters, but their possible contributions to the measured A(t) have to be evaluated by considering three of their properties. First, a viable contributor should emit β particles of energies E β that are sufficient for overcoming the attenuation by detector walls. Second, the activity of this radionuclide must be high enough that it can contribute significantly to the overall level of A. Third, its cosmogenic production rate must be considerable, so that its abundance in air can be affected by changes in the production rate.
On the basis of the above criteria, known properties of cosmogenic radionuclides in the atmosphere [2, 20] , sample preparation method and attenuation properties related to the wall thicknesses of our detectors [21] , we have singled out five possible contributors to the measured A(t). The first is 14 C (T 1/2 = 5736 y), with the maximum and average β particle energies E max β = 156.5 keV andĒ β = 49.5 keV, respectively. Owing to the relatively low E β , the attenuation is strong (approx. 90%), but the global inventory (GI) is very high, approximately 12 750 PBq. However, the cosmogenic production rate (CPR) is only approximately 1.5 PBq y −1 , and the contribution of 14 C to the modulations is possible but questionable. The second candidate is 39 Ar (T 1/2 = 269 y, E max β = 565 keV,Ē β = 218.8 keV, attenuation ∼ 30%, GI ∼ 28.6 PBq, CPR ∼ 0.074 PBq y −1 ). The attenuation is, in this case, low and the GI is still high, but the CPR/GI ratio is again not large, so the above comment about 14 C holds here. More viable candidates are radionuclides with a high CPR /GI ratio, most notably 32 P (T 1/2 = 14. . While we cannot assign any percentages to the contributions of these radionuclides, it seems clear that there are enough airborne cosmogenic β emitters to understand why solar activity can be detected by measuring A.
Conclusion
We present a harmonic analysis of long-term data containing daily values of some indicators of ground-level environmental radioactivity, these being total β activity concentration in air and absorbed dose rate, both measured in Zagreb, Croatia. The former dataset covers a time period of 1976-2016, and the latter of 1986-2012, which permits a detailed analysis of subtle phenomena that may affect environmental radioactivity over medium and long time periods. A Fourier analysis of the two datasets reveals periodic oscillations with periods ranging from some 4 m to roughly 21 y. Approximately 90% of the periods can be correlated with the literature data on solar activity. This suggests that it is likely that many of the periodic modulations of the two quantities originate in the variations of the cosmogenic radionuclide production in the atmosphere, which is affected by the flux of cosmic rays incident to Earth. Our results imply that such analyses may reveal a fine structure of the exposure of Earth to cosmic rays and related phenomena, but not only the ∼11 y sunspot period. Because the number of environmental radioactivity monitoring stations is large, and because they operate in different conditions that may affect the flux of cosmic rays, they could possibly offer new information on top of that collected by designated cosmic radiation detection facilities. However, our results originate from a single location, and other causes of the observed periodicities cannot be completely ruled out, which could be clarified by future analyses of similar datasets from different locations. The complexity of the results of our analysis might motivate future work in this direction.
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